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1. Introduction: People’s
democratic participation
rights in Switzerland
(in general)
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Democratic participation in the
Swiss federal state
• Levels
– Federal State
– Member States
(26 Cantons)
– Local level
(~ 3000 communities)

• Content
– Broad participation
on local level
(almost every topic
within local responsibility;
instruments;
small number of signatures)
– Relatively restricted instruments on
federal level
3rd May 2017
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Federal Constitution (of 18 April 1999)
• Federal level (distinctions by the Federal Constitution)
• Popular initiative (art. 139 cst.) requesting a
– Partial revision of the Federal Constitution
– Total revision of the Federal Constitution

• Mandatory referendum (art. 140 cst.)
– Amendments to the Federal Constitution (suggested by Parliament)
– Accession to organisations for collective security or to supranational
communities
– Emergency federal acts that are not based on a provision of the
Constitution and whose term of validity exceeds one year

• Optional referendum (art. 141 cst.)
–
–
–
–

Federal acts
Emergency federal acts whose term of validity exceeds one year
Federal decrees, provided the Constitution or an act so requires
Some international treaties (duration; international organisation;
important legislative provisions)

3rd May 2017
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Federal Constitution (of 18 April 1999)
• Differences by signatures (to force a popular vote)
– Popular initiative concerning a revision of the Federal Constitution
• 100’000 signatures
• Within 18 months

– Mandatory Referendum
• No signatures needed (referendum takes place automatically)

– Optional referendum
• 50’000 signatures or 8 Cantons
• Within 100 days

• Differences by legislative bodies (that vote)
– Popular initiative or mandatory Referendum
(revision of the Federal Constitution)
• Majority of the people participating on the vote
• Majority of the Cantons (> 13; result of the popular vote in each Canton)

– Optional referendum
• Majority of the people participating on the vote
3rd May 2017
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Popular initiatives and nuclear energy
• 1979: «Sauvegarde des droits populaires et de la sécurité lors de la construction
et de l'exploitation d'installations atomiques» (rejected)
• 1981: «pour l'interruption du programme d'exploitation de l'énergie nucléaire»
(not enough signatures)
• 1984: «pour un approvisionnement en énergie sûr, économique et respectueux
de l'environnement» (rejected)
• 1984: «pour un avenir sans nouvelles centrales atomiques» (rejected)
• 1990: «pour un abandon progressif de l'énergie atomique» (rejected) & 'Halte à
la construction de centrales nucléaires (moratoire)» (accepted  new builds
prohibited from 1990 to 2000; end for 2 projects [Kaiseraugst & Graben])
• 2003: «Sortir du nucléaire - Pour un tournant dans le domaine de l'énergie et
pour la désaffectation progressive des centrales nucléaires' (rejected) &
'Moratoire-plus - Pour la prolongation du moratoire dans la construction de
centrales nucléaires et la limitation du risque nucléaire (Moratoire-plus)»
(rejected  NEA 2003 as the indirect «counter proposal»)
• 2016: «Pour la sortie programmée de l’énergie nucléaire» (rejected)
3rd May 2017
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2. Construction of nuclear
installations:
From «nothing» to a
referendum of its own
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From the NEA of 1957
to the NEA of 2003
NEA of 1959

Am. of 1979

NEA of 2003

•

•

Requirement of a
general licence
(additional)

•

– proof of need
(technically; but also
politically)
– proof of disposal
(technically)

•

•

•
•

Federal licence,
particularly for
construction and
operation of every
nuclear
«installation»
Applicants legally
entitled to get a
licence when legal
requirements were
met (technical
report/expert
advice)
Ruling by
government (only)
No democratic
participation at all

3rd May 2017

•

•
•

Possibility for
individuals to make
objections (legal
procedure)
Ruling by government
But also
parliamentary
approval
The Swiss experience …

•

•
•

New formal act
(modernising and
unifying)
Clarifying licences
(and keeping the
former system)
Involvement of the
Canton in which an
installation is to be
located
Ruling by government
with parliamentary
approval
Mandatory
referendum of
«its own» (art. 48)
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The NEA’s licencing system
General licence

ruling by government

(art. 12 ss. & art. 42 ss. NEA)

(to be approved by Parliament)
(under reserve of a mandatory ref.)

Construction licence

by federal department

(art. 15 ss. & art. 49 ss. NEA)

Operation licence

by federal department

(art. 19 ss. & art. 49 al. 1-4, art. 50 s. & art. 53 ss. NEA)

Decommissioning order

by federal department

(art. 28 & art. 49 al. 1 à 4, 50 à 58 et 60 NEA)

Applicability of licence provisions
(Art. 69 NEA)

3rd May 2017
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General licence:
Conditions and content
Art. 12 NEA:
Licencing
obligation

Art. 13 NEA:
Conditions
governing the
granting of a
general licence

Conditions
• protection of humans and environment
• granting of licence does not conflict with any other
provisions of federal legislation
• plan for decommissioning, or for the monitoring period
and the closure of the installation
• evidence provided for disposal of resulting radioactive
waste
• Switzerland's external security not affected
• no conflicts with commitments under international law;
• deep geological repositories: results of geological
investigations confirm suitability of the site
3rd May 2017
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Art. 14 NEA:
Content of the
general licence

Content
• licence holder
• installation’s location
• installation’s purpose
• brief outline of the project
• maximum permissible exposure to radiation
for people in the vicinity of the installation
• deep geological repositories:
 criteria which, if not fully met, lead to the
exclusion of a planned disposal zone due
to lack of suitability
 provisional protection zone
11

General licence: Procedure

Art. 42 – 43 NEA:
Application
procedure;
expert reports
and advisory
opinions

3rd May 2017

Art. 44 NEA:
Involvement of the canton in which
the installation is to be located

Art. 45 - 47 NEA:
Publication and public inspection;
objections and appeals;
advisory opinions on
objections/appeals
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Art. 48 NEA:
Ruling on
applications
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General licence:
Procedures in some Cantons
• Legitimation of the Cantons participation (statements)
– Involving Parliaments
(instead of the Canton’s government only)
– Participation of the people by popular vote in some Cantons
(but democratic participation cannot keep its «promise»
as participation in this context does not mean «political statement»
but cooperation)

• Political commitments in Cantonal Constitutions
– In some Cantons statements against the use of nuclear power as result
of popular initiatives in these Cantons
– But determination of the Canton’s statement to a nuclear installation
in advance is against federal law (NEA)

3rd May 2017
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General licence: Ruling on applications
Art. 48 NEA
1

2
3

4

The Federal Council shall be responsible for ruling on all applications,
objections and appeals.
It shall submit its rulings to the Federal Assembly for approval.
If the Federal Council should decide not to grant a general licence, and
the Federal Assembly fails to approve this ruling, the Federal Assembly
shall instruct the Federal Council to grant the general licence together
with any conditions that the Federal Assembly may have attached to it,
and to re-submit its decision to the Federal Assembly for approval.
Resolutions by the Federal Assembly concerning the approval of
general licences are subject to optional referendum.

• Creation of a unique optional referendum by law

3rd May 2017
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General licence: Ruling on applications
• Variants
GOVERNMENT

PARLIAMENT

PEOPLE (REFERENDUM)

1) YES

YES

if no referendum
=> installation adopted
in case of a referendum
=> popular vote (YES/NO)

2) YES

YES

3) NO
4) YES

NO
NO

No referendum
No referendum

5) NO

YES

in case of a referendum
=> popular vote (YES/NO)

«nevertheless»
3rd May 2017
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General licence & participation:
Finding
• Conditions and content of a general licence defined by NEA
(objective criteria)
• Procedure and participation defined by NEA
• Government’s ruling bound by NEA
(in my opinion: no political ruling)
• Parliament’s approval also bound by NEA-criteria
(in my opinion: no political ruling)
• Popular vote as a purely political decision
(majority decides however it wants)

3rd May 2017
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Nuclear installations: NPPs
• 4 Sites (2 BWR, 3 PWR)

Beznau (I & II)

Mühleberg

Gösgen

Leibstadt

• ~ 40 % of electricity
production (average)
• Construction licences
under NEA 1959
• No democratic
participation
3rd May 2017
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Nuclear installations: interim storages
• Separate storage installation
– « Würenlingen »
– Only nuclear installation with a
general licence
– Ruling by government/parliament at
that time

• Intern storage installation
– Interim storages on existing sites
(« wet storage »)
– No separate general licence required
3rd May 2017
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3. People’s initiative and vote of
November 2016
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Content of the people’s initiative
• Initiative populaire du 16.11.2012
«Pour la sortie programmée de l’énergie nucléaire»
• Art 90 Energie nucléaire
1

L’exploitation de centrales nucléaires destinées à produire de l’électricité ou
de la chaleur est interdite.
2 La législation d’exécution se fonde sur l’art. 89, al. 2 et 3; elle met l’accent
sur les mesures visant à économiser l’énergie, sur l’utilisation efficace de
l’énergie et sur la production d’énergies renouvelables.

• Art. 197, ch. 92 (nouveau)
9. Disposition transitoire ad art. 90 (Energie nucléaire)
1 Les centrales nucléaires existantes doivent être mises hors service
définitivement selon les modalités suivantes:
a. la centrale de Beznau 1: un an après l’acceptation de l’art. 90 par le
peuple et les cantons;
b. les centrales de Mühleberg, de Beznau 2, de Gösgen et de Leibstadt:
45 ans après leur mise en service.
2 La mise hors service anticipée d’une centrale dans le but de préserver la
sécurité nucléaire est réservée.
3rd May 2017
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Phase-out vote of 27th November 2016
• No: 54,2 % of the people & 20 Cantons
• Yes: 45,8 % of the people & 6 Cantons

3rd May 2017
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NPP sites
Big Cities
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4. Outlook: Limitation of
democratic participation by
government’s phase-out
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Prohibition for general licences as far
as the concern NPPs
• Energy strategy 2050
– Replacement of nuclear
energy by renewables and
energy savings by 2050

• NEA-amendment
– Reprocessing prohibited
– General licences for NPP
prohibited
– Renewal of existing NPP
prohibited
– Indirect phase-out
– No changes in NEA
concerning LTO (!)

• Optional referendum
(21th May 2017)
3rd May 2017
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Deep geological repositories
• General licence needed
• Legal provisions (still)
given by NEA
• Most likely people’s
referendum
• Do date: Three sites
under examination

3rd May 2017
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5. Final remarks / questions
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Appendix
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Links and literature
• Federal Constitution of the Swiss Confederation (Cst.)
of 18 April 1999
– https://www.admin.ch/opc/en/classified-compilation/19995395/index.html
(in English)

• Nuclear Energy Act (NEA) of 21 March 2003
– https://www.admin.ch/opc/en/classified-compilation/20010233/index.html
(in English)

• Commentary to the NEA
 https://www.schulthess.com/buchshop/detail/ISBN9783906836133/Kratz--Brigitta-Hrsg.-Merker-MichaelHrsg.-Tami-Renato-Hrsg.-Rechsteiner-Stefan-Hrsg.Foehse-Kathrin-S.-Hrsg./Kommentar-zum-Energierecht
(in German)

3rd May 2017
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Popular initiative requesting a partial
revision of the Fed. Cst. in specific terms
Art. 139
1

2
3

4

5

Any 100,000 persons eligible to vote may within 18 months of the official
publication oft heir initiative request a partial revision of the Federal
Constitution.
A popular initiative for the partial revision of the Federal Constitution may take
the form of a general proposal or of a specific draft of the provisions proposed.
If the initiative fails to comply with the requirements of consistency of form, and
of subject matter, or if it infringes mandatory provisions of international law, the
Federal Assembly shall declare it to be invalid in whole or in part.
If the Federal Assembly is in agreement with an initiative in the form of a general
proposal, it shall draft the partial revision on the basis of the initiative and
submit it to the vote of the People and the Cantons. If the Federal Assembly
rejects the initiative, it shall submit it to a vote of the People; the People shall
decide whether the initiative should be adopted. If they vote in favour, the
Federal Assembly shall draft the corresponding bill.
An initiative in the form of a specific draft shall be submitted to the vote of the
People and the Cantons. The Federal Assembly shall recommend whether the
initiative should be adopted or rejected. It may submit a counter- proposal to the
initiative.
3rd May 2017
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Mandatory referendum
Art. 140
1

2

The following must be put to the vote of the People and the Cantons:
a. amendments to the Federal Constitution;
b. accession to organisations for collective security or to supranational
communities;
c. emergency federal acts that are not based on a provision of the
Constitution and whose term of validity exceeds one year; such federal
acts must be put to the vote within one year of being passed by the
Federal Assembly.
The following are submitted to a vote of the People:
a. popular initiatives for a total revision of the Federal Constitution;
b. popular initiatives for a partial revision of the Federal Constitution in
the form of a general proposal that have been rejected by the Federal
Assembly;
c. the question of whether a total revision of the Federal Constitution
should be carried out, in the event that there is disagreement between
the two Councils.

3rd May 2017
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Optional referendum
Art. 141
1

If within 100 days of the official publication of the enactment any 50,000
persons eligible to vote or any eight Cantons request it, the following shall
be submitted to a vote of the People:
a. federal acts;
b. emergency federal acts whose term of validity exceeds one year;
c. federal decrees, provided the Constitution or an act so requires;
d. international treaties that:
1. are of unlimited duration and may not be terminated,
2. provide for accession to an international organisation,
3. contain important legislative provisions or whose implementation
requires the enactment of federal legislation.

3rd May 2017
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Construction licence (NEA)
Art. 15:
Licensing
obligation

Art. 16:
Conditions
governing the
granting of a
construction
licence

Art. 17:
Content of the
construction
licence

Art. 18:
Execution of
project

Content
Conditions
• licence holder;
• protection of humans and environment ensured
• location of the installation;
• project meets principles governing nuclear safety &
• planned reactor thermal power output or
security
capacity of installation;
• granting of licence does not conflict with any other
• main elements of technical implementation;
provisions of federal legislation, the applicant is able to
• brief outline of emergency protection measures;
guarantee professional project management and has
• list identifying all structures, systems and
drawn up a programme of measures relating to quality
components of the installation that may only be
assurance for all construction activities;
constructed or installed after a permit has been
• plan for decommissioning, or a project for the monitoring
issued by the relevant supervisory authority.
period and a plan for the closure of the installation.
3rd May 2017
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Operation licence (NEA)
Art. 19:
Licensing
obligation

Art. 22:
General
obligations on
the part of the
licence holder

3rd May 2017

Art. 20:
Conditions
governing the
granting of an
operating licence

Art. 23:
Security guards
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Art. 21:
Content of the
operating licence

Art. 24:
Reliability
assessments
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